
Cultivating Global Citizenship Capacities:
First Steps Towards a Shared Future
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Leading With Better Questions:
A Global Citizenship Lived Inquiry

• I am a Global Citizen – what does this mean?

• What’s the difference Between Global
Leadership and Global Citizenship (and does it
really matter?)?

• If I choose to look at Life through a Global
Citizenship lens, what does my life now look
like? What changes might I need to make?
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The Crucibles of Global Citizenship Today*:
Crucibles as Leverage Points

• Isolated perspective
• Diverse definitions
• “New territory”
• “Reversal”
• “Suspension”

*Concepts in quotes are based on the work of Robert Thomas, The Crucibles of Leadership (2008)
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The Crucibles of Global Citizenship Today:
 Challenges and Opportunities for Capacity-Building

• Isolated perspective

• Diverse definitions

• “New territory”

• “Reversal”

• “Suspension”
Concepts in quotes are based on the work of Robert Thomas, The Crucibles of Leadership (2008)

•  Open to new mindsets.
Commit to connectedness
• Seek comfort with
ambiguity. Work towards
shared vision.

• Patience+sense-making

• Endurance + resilience

• Reflection+re-appraisal
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Methodology I:
Adaptive Leadership
By Ron Heifetz et al

Cambridge Leadership Associates
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The The Practice of Adaptive LeadershipPractice of Adaptive Leadership

ADAPTIVE
CHALLENGE

                    Ron Heifetz
                       September 2011
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Defining LeadershipDefining Leadership

The activity:

•  of mobilizing adaptive work

•  and building a culture of adaptability

•  With or without authority

•  Not defined by personality traits, power or position
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A Strategy of Leadership:A Strategy of Leadership:
Mobilizing Adaptive WorkMobilizing Adaptive Work

1. Frame the Adaptive Challenge

2. Think Politically and Relationally

3. Give the Work Back to People

4. Orchestrate Conflict

5. Infuse the Work with Meaning
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Key Properties Key Properties of Adaptive Workof Adaptive Work

5. Solutions involve direct and indirect loss as
people re-fashion loyalties and develop new
competencies

6. Requires more time than technical work

7. The work process is experimental

8. Generates disequilibrium and avoidance
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Think Think Politically and RelationallyPolitically and Relationally

•  Find allies

•  Keep the opposition close

•  Own your piece of the problem

•  Acknowledge losses

•  Model the changed behavior

•  Accept casualties
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Give the Work Back to PeopleGive the Work Back to People

• Place the adaptive work where it must be done

• Encourage widespread experimentation

• Refashion loyalties to move from dependency to
distributed initiative and responsibility

• Cascade leadership responsibility to local level

• Protect unauthorized voices of leadership



Orchestrate ConflictOrchestrate Conflict

• Build a holding environment for cross-boundary
work

• Depersonalize and orchestrate conflict

• Maintain a productive level of disequilibrium

• Pace the work

• Take the heat and hold steady

• Keep the work at the center of attention

www.cambridge-leadership.com
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The System and You
The practice of leadership, like the practice of medicine, involves two core
processes: Diagnosis first and then Action. These two processes unfold in
two dimensions, the system (your organization) and yourself.
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Methodology II:
The Hall-Tonna (Values)
Development Pathways
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Welcome to the Hall-Tonna Values Map

This slide information courtesy of Values Technologies, Inc.
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Hall-Tonna Values Map



Principle Assumptions:
Hall-Tonna Values Development Model

• All of us have the capacity to develop ourselves
and our organizations.

• Development is, by nature, dynamic. Progress is
not necessarily a fixed point.

• We can develop ourselves and our organizations
in a strategic manner; along a pathway.
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Values Condition Us

•In our brain, current images and value priorities
determine how we see the world.  We call this our
predominant WORLDVIEW.

•When we consider changing our value priorities, we are
considering reprogramming our minds and shifting fundamental
assumptions we hold about our external worlds.

•50% of Values come from Institutions of Influence in our Lives
– Church, Community, Work & Family, and

•50% are a mystery!

This slide information courtesy of Values Technologies, Inc



Phase I - Surviving

“The world is a mystery over which one has no control.”
- It is an alien and a difficult place to live in and people have little or
no skills with which to cope.  Emotions have little or no priority.
Values are physical in nature.

–- Decisions are made on the basics of physical satisfaction or safety
only. It is not likely that one in this phase would trust him/her.

–- Adults in this phase have a world view represented by an absence
of control and responsibility. They feel they have no control over their
own lives and that responsibility for their actions lies on their external
environment.
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Phase II - Belonging

“The world is a problem with which I must cope.”
–The person at this phase strives to be accepted by
others. Can involve issues of caring for family or
issues about being successful in career or business.

–- Rather than being a hostile or an alien world over
which one has no control, this now is a social world
full of problems over which the individual must cope.

–- Some of the values at this phase are: being liked,
family/belonging. Morality is based on rules and
mandates from others.

This slide information courtesy of Values Technologies, Inc.



Phase III - Self-initiating

“The world is a project in which I must participate.”
–The individual begins to develop an independent sense of
oneself as separate and distinct from that of his family or groups.

–The source of authority shifts form external authorities to
oneself. The person in this phase begins to honor his/her own
judgment rather than trusting the correctness of the rules and
regulations which are present in his/her environment.

–One feels creative and becomes willing to act in ways which
before would have seemed too risky. One’s attention now shifts
to that of using his/her skills to create a better world.

– Personal conscience develops here. Some of the values of this
phase are: service/vocation, accountability/ethics, being self, etc.
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Phase IV - Interdependence

“ The world is a mystery we care for on a global scale.”
- Global consciousness is seen as a series of tasks
to be undertaken with other like-minded men and
women.
- The key factor for the self in this phase is a
balance of intimacy, solitude, and harmony.
-The interdependent “we” responds to the common
call to work for global harmony, to build and renew
the face of the earth.
The first 2 phases are characterized by compliance of
people. The last 2 are characterized by commitment of
people.

This slide information courtesy of Values Technologies, Inc.
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Methodology III:
Leadership for the Common Good

by Bill Grace
Common Good Works
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Compact for the Common Good
(Common Good Works)

“Taps into the spirit of courageous innovation that
has made America a great nation….We firmly
believe that creating a space for “the people” to
reflect on the difficult challenges in our midst and
respond with creative social inventions is the first
step in capturing the best ways forward to a
more promising future. This is how The Compact
proposes to co-create…a very powerful social
force—a reform movement that advances a
more just, peaceful and verdant society.”

© Common Good Works – www.commongoodworks.com



Common Good Works:
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Common Good Works:
Third Circle Leadership
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats:
Adaptive Leadership/Heifetz

 Strengths     Weaknesses

Opportunities     Threats
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats:
Hall-Tonna (Values) Inventory

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats:
Compact for the Common Good/Common Good Works

Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats
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Towards Global Citizenship:
Our Take-aways

Any “core competencies”, qualities,
mindsets, skills or approaches we can all
accept and build upon…
– Family level?
– Local community level?
– National level?
– International level?
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Towards Global Citizenship:
Our Take-aways - II

• Is there a difference between Global Citizenship
and Global Leadership?

• What changes will we each make to our daily
practice now that we have been immersed in this
exploration and inquiry?
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Towards Global Citizenship:
My Personal Strategy Statement

• When looking through the Global Citizenship
lens, my life now looks like _______________
and I ________________(feel this way about
it).  These are the changes I’m ready to
make:____________________________

• And these are the changes I may make
later_____________________________ And,
it’s all good!



Only the Beginning

“We are tied together in the single garment of
destiny, caught in an inescapable network of
mutuality.” - Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (1963)



Let’s Question. Let’s Lead. Let’s Share.
THANK YOU!

Your Logo

   Leadership Generates Leadership
-Ron Heiftez
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